For each pair n , d of positive integers with n < d , there is a separable metric space Xnd satisfying A\m(Xnd) = n and dim(X^d) = d .
Introduction
One of the most interesting parts of the dimension theory of separable metric spaces is the behavior of the dimension function with respect to products. While one expects, for nice spaces X and Y , that dim(Xx Y) = dim(X)+dim(Y), it turns out that this "logarithmic" law fails even for compact metric spaces. (The first such example is due to Pontrjagin [Po] .) However, the following theorem does hold for separable metric spaces. Theorem 1. 7/ 0 < dim(A), dim(7?) < oo, and either A or B is compact, then dim(,4 x B) > max{dim(^), dim(7?)} .
In 1967, in [AK] , Anderson and Keisler showed that the compactness condition could not be removed completely by giving, for each n e w, a separable metric space Xn satisfying dim(Arn) = dim(Xn) = dim(X^) = zz. More recently, the author has shown, in [K] , that spaces with the properties of Xn can be chosen which are additionally topologically complete; hence the compactness condition of Theorem 1 cannot be weakened. Interestingly, these spaces never become higher dimensional upon taking products, even infinite products. The proof relies on the following theorem (which is actually more general, see [P] and [AK] ). Theorem 2. If A is a metric space, then dim(Aw) < k if and only if, for all new, dim(^l") < k .
All of this leads one to wonder whether a space X can have its infinite powers with higher dimension than X but still be finite dimensional. It follows from Theorem 1 that such a space cannot be compact. In this paper we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let n and d be integers with 0 < n < d. Then there is a separable metric space Xnd satisfying dim^^) = zz while dim(X^) = d.
The examples above work for the special case n = d . Note that, by Theorem 2, we will only have to consider the dimension of finite products.
In terms of techniques, we keep the dimension down by generalizing the Anderson and Keisler technique; we get the dimension to go up using ideas in [RSW] .
Preliminaries
Let R denote the real numbers and let I denote the closed interval [0, 1 ]. We will consider x e R" or (I") as x = (x0, x,, ... , xn_x). If A and B are disjoint closed subsets of a space X, then a closed set S is a separator of (A, B) provided X -S is a union of two disjoint open sets, one containing A and the other containing B . If {(Ak , Bk): k e T} is a collection of pairs of disjoint closed sets in X such that whenever Sk is a separator of (AkBk) in X it follows that C\k&TSk ^ 0, we say {(Ak , Bk): k e T} is an essential family for X. The standard essential family for I" is {(Ak , Bk): ken} where Ak = nH\0) and Bk = T£\l).
By the dimension of X we mean either the covering, small inductive, or large inductive dimension; they are equivalent for separable metric spaces (see [E] ). We note that the dimension for a finite-dimensional space X is the largest cardinality of an essential family for X.
By a hyperplane in R we mean a translate of a linear subspace of R ; the dimension of a hyperplane 77 is its algebraic dimension, which is the same as its topological dimension. Following the notation from [AK] , if 77 is a hyperplane in R , then H is the set of translates of H. Hyperplanes H and K of dimensions dH and dK are in general position if, for 77' e H and K' e K, H'nK' ■£ 0 implies H'nK' is a hyperplane of dimension max{0, dH+dK-k} .
We use c to denote the cardinality of R, and A to denote the set of limit ordinals in c.
The construction
Our goal is to construct, given n, m > 2, and n < d < nm -m , a subset X of R" with dim(X) = zz -1 , dim(^rm) = d, and dim(Xw) = d. In order to simplify things, we consider the case where d = nm -m .
Step 2 below is not necessary in this special case, but is needed for other choices of d.
The proof proceeds in five steps:
( 1 ) In R"m we find a special collection A" of c sets with the property that if Y c Rnm and Y n k ¿ 0 for each k e K , then dim(r) > d .
(2) In R" we find a special collection C of c sets with the property that if yçR"
and Fne/0 for each ceC, then dim(7) > zz -1 . This collection was used in [AK] .
(3) For each q > m, in R"9 we find families of hyperplanes which give a guide to where points in Xq will have to fit in R"" . These hyperplanes tell us both how to construct sets in (4) (below) and how we can add new points to a partially formed X . The hyperplanes are based on those used in [AK] , but are necessarily more complicated in order to allow some growth in dimension.
(4) Since Xq is somewhat described by the hyperplanes from (3), we find sets T in R"q, q > m which satisfy dim(R"9\rn ) = d, and such that T is in "general position" with respect to the hyperplanes from (3).
(5) We construct X inductively so that in the end: (a) Xm intersects each element of K (from (1)), (b) X intersects each element of C (from (2)), and (c) X" nTnq = 0 for allq> m. Then (a) guarantees dim(Xm) > d, (b) guarantees dim(X) > zz -1, and (c) guarantees dim(A"?) < d for all q > m, hence dim(yVc0) = d. Clearly (c) implies that X has empty interior in R" , and this along with (b) gives that dim(Z) = zz -1 .
We proceed.
Step 1. Let {(A¡, Bt): i e nm} be the standard essential family for \nm c R"m .
Let / = {nj -1: 1 < j < m}, and let
Then we claim:
(1) If Y CRnm , Yrxk¿0 for each k e K , then dim(T) > nm -m .
Proof. Suppose Z ç Rnm with dim(Z) < nm -m ; we find ak e K with Z n k = 0. Since dim(Z) < nm -m, Z is a union of nm -m sets of dimension < 0 (see, for example, [E] ). We may write Z = U,e"m\/Z; where dim(Z() < 0, as \nm\l\ = nm -m . Since dim(Z() < 0, there is a separator c, of (At, Bt) with c(nZ( = 0 (again by [E] ). Then r\t€"m\ic, is an element of K which misses Z . D
(2) For each k e K, ri/W = n,e/1¿ • Proof. If not, let zc' be such that ri/(^') ¥" íl/e/'/-Then there is a point
which is not in Yli(k'), and we may assume none of the coordinates are 0 (since ri/(^') is compact). Then let ct = {x e Rnm : x(t) = pt} for tel. Then f|;G/ c, n k' = 0. This is impossible as {(Ai, B¡): i < mn} is an essential family for lnm . a
Step 2. Let C = {c: c is a continuum from A0 to BQ in R"}. It is well known (and used in [AK] ) that if Y c R" and Y n c ¿ 0 for all ceC, then dim(T) >n-1.
Step 3. Construction of hyperplanes in R"* , for q > m . Step 4. Using the same method as in [AK] , we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Given q > m, there are countably many spheres {St : i e w} in R"q all of dimension nq -m(n -1) -1, with S, Q 77( where Hi is a hyperplane of dimension nq -m(n -1) in Rnq such that As S¡ ç 77(, then S¡ n 77' = S¡ n H¡ xx 77'. This is S¡ intersected with a line, hence is at most 2 points. G Now let T = \JSt.. From (i) of the lemma R"\T is of dimension d = m(n -1). The general position properties are given by the corollary.
Step 5. Construction of X .
Let D = {a e c: a = I + mk for some / e A and k ew}.
Then enumerate K by K -{ka : a e D} and C by C = {ca : a e D} . Assume ae D and for all y e a(~)D ,we have Yy = {yß:ß<y + m}CR", Zy = {zß : ß < y, ß g D} ç R", and X = Y U Z satisfying (i) z^ ecf for all ß e (y + l)nD,
(ii) for each ôe(y+l)nD, (yô,ys+x, ... ,yô+m_x)ekô, (iii) for ail q>m, (Xy)q n Tnq = 0, (iv) when A, y G a n Z) and A < y, then Y¿ ç Y and ZxçZy.
For convenience, we will not allow (0, 0, ... , 0) in X. .
We must produce Ya and Za so that (i)-(iv) will be satisfied. Let Sa = M y r = fu Z", and £/ =5" U T ; then for all q > m, (U)9 n r = 0. We will first find z so that setting Z = T u {z }, (i) will be satisfied, and then find y ,y ...... ,y ." , so that setting Y -S U J a ' J ct+1 ' ' J a+m -1 a a a {y , y a_i, • • • , y~A.m ¡} and X = y u Z , (ii)-(iv) will be satisfied.
(1) Finding Za. This part is much the same as in [AK] . For each q > m, consider the set V = lJ{(c/Q U {x})q : x e R"} ç R"q . Each such hyperplane, by the corollary in Step 4, intersects Tnq in a countable set. Thus setting Bq = {x e R" : (Ua U {x})q n Tnq ¿ 0}, \Bq\ < c, so there must be za e (R"\\Jq>mBq) n cQ, because |cn| = c. Hence (i) is satisfied by making Z = T u {z }. Note that (U U {z })q nT=0 for all q > m .
(2) Finding {yQ, ya+x, ya+2, ... , ya+m_x}. This is the tricky part. One would like to choose ya , then ya+x and so on, but it is possible, for example, that choosing a ya a priori would force any ya+x, ya+2, ... , yn+m_l where (v , v ....... v ," ,) € k to make (X )q intersect some set T . Thus v-r q ' J a+\ ' ' s a+m-I ' a x a' nq these points must be chosen simultaneously; actually we choose, in sequence, a coordinate of ya+¡ which will guarantee when we are done that any choice of the other coordinates will not cause an intersection with T . That the one coordinate can be chosen rather freely is due to (2) of Step 1.
Let Ua = UaU {za}. Inductively we find rt e I, for 0 < t < m such that, at each stage k, letting y = {y e R": y(n -1) -r,} for 0 < j < k and choosing y'a+j e T arbitrarily, for ail q > m , (*> (U;u{y'a,y'a+x,...,y'a+k_x})«nTnq = 0.
Assume t < m -1 and that we have {ra: a < t} ; we want to find r( so that (*) above is satisfied. We claim that for each q > m , there are less than c translates {77?} of hyperplanes in R"q of the form 77 from Step 3 such that for any choice of y'a+k e Ya+k , 0 < k < t and any a e R", Kl>>^>K+.>---.JÍH-tífeUífl!}-To see this, first note that if x -(t0 , tx, ... , x .) is in then (v) t, = a, (vi) xt e C/Q+ , or (vii) t; = y'a+k for some k , in which case x¡(n -1) = rk . Now let p0 = {i e q: t; = a} and for 1 < i < t, let pi = {j e q: t-= yá+,_i} • (These can be disjointified if necessary.) Then let pm -Q\\Jo<¡<tPi (this is essentially where t is in (7^ ), and otherwise let pi = 0. We have an ordered partition p = (p0, px, ... , pm) of q .
Then consider
Hp(S) = Hp + (ô0,...,ô9_x) where <Ji = (0,0,...,0) ifiep0, 0^(0,0,...,0,rk) ifiepk+x (k<t), St = t, e í7a+ îf'€pm. By the choice of ^ and á, x e Hp(ô). Since there are only finitely many choices for p available, and for each choice of p there are less than c choices for ö , the collection {77?} can be obtained by taking all such possibilities. As each H (ô) is a translate of Hp , \H (ô) n Tnq\ < w, so setting Bq)+! = {o e R" :(U+U{o, y'Q , y'a+i ,..., y'n+l_x})q n77n Tnq ± 0 for some 77 G {Hqß} and some choice of y'a+k e Ya+k , 0 < k < f} we get |fi«+/| < c, and | \Jg>m Bqt+I\ < c; in particular I\(U?>m n"_i(^f!+,)) contains a point, which we call rt. It follows that, for all q > m , and all choices of y'a+j e Ya+¡, for 0 < t < t that (*) holds; thus the induction can be completed to get {rQ, ..., rm_x} such that, for all q > m , and y'n+k e Ya+k , for 0 < k < m , (t/>{¿y;,+p...,W,}),nr"í = 0. Now from (2) of Step 1, we know that ka contains a point x = (x0, ... , xm_x)
where t((zz -1) = r¿. As t( g Ya+¡, setting ya+l -z; for i em , and letting y =5 U {y , y ,, , ... , y , " ,}, we have that (ii)-(iv) are satisfied. Then a a *-•' a ' ' a+l ' ' s a+m-1J ' \ / v / setting X = \JXa , the conditions (a)-(c) of (5) are satisfied.
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